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ABSTRACT

For the first time, important public sector decisions are being taken in the absence of an accountable and identifiable human being. Instead, they are increasingly outsourced to machine learning algorithms (MLAs) to cut costs, save time, and, in theory, improve the quality of decisions made. However, MLAs also pose new risks to fair and legitimate decision making such as bias and rigidity. These risks are often obfuscated by ‘intrinsic opacity’: the complex interplay between extremely large datasets and code which makes it impossible to trace the decision pathway of an MLA. This ‘black box problem’ frustrates the review of a public sector decision made by an MLA, as the court is unable to trace the decision-making process and so determine its lawfulness in judicial review. In such cases, it is proposed that the principles of non-devolution surrounding the Carltona principle - the doctrine that allows department officials to exercise powers vested in a minister - offer a promising way of ‘getting around’ the issue of intrinsic opacity. By conceptualising the outsourcing of a decision to an MLA as an act of devolution, the law can effectively regulate the slippage of democratic accountability that the use of an MLA necessarily entails.
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The daunting consequences of autonomous technology, long apprehended in science fiction, will soon become a routine consideration in judicial review as machine learning algorithms (MLAs) transform the way decisions are made in the UK public sector. The use of MLAs has already been documented in several departments (benefit calculation assessments, child welfare services, and policing), and 2020 saw the first challenge to an MLA in court in the Bridges case. At their best, MLAs can be an innovative tool for more efficient public service: cutting costs, raising standards, saving time, and improving the quality of decisions made. However, their use poses new challenges for justice in the form of bias, faulty cross-correlation, inaccuracy, rigidity, automation bias and opacity. When MLAs start to control some of the most important administrative decisions in our lives – ‘which neighbourhoods get policed, which families attain much needed resources, who is short-listed for employment and who is investigated for fraud’ – it is vital that existing structures of judicial review can adequately hold this new form of power to account.

Though even the most advanced MLAs are still far from a state of complete autonomy, one of their features does allow them to operate beyond human oversight: intrinsic opacity. Commonly referred to as the ‘black box’
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problem, intrinsic opacity is unique to algorithms with a machine learning component, and refers to the complex interplay between extremely large datasets and the code which makes it impossible for even technical experts to trace the decision pathway of an MLA. This is exemplified by the HART algorithm – Durham Constabulary’s recidivism scoring tool - which incorporates 4.2 million 'nested and conditionally-dependent decision points.' Faced with just part of the system's inputs, and the outputs, it is impossible for the decision-maker to decipher the reasoning of the MLA.

This presents a unique reviewability problem in the judicial review of a decision made in full or in part by an MLA: the court is unable to trace the procedure used to make the decision, and so determine its lawfulness. In such cases, it is proposed that the principles of non-devolution surrounding the Carltona principle – the doctrine that allows department officials to exercise powers vested in a minister – offer a promising way of ‘getting around’ the issue of intrinsic opacity. By scrutinising whether a decision-maker can lawfully devolve the decision to an MLA, applying the Carltona principle thus avoids the need to understand the ‘black box’ MLA decision.

This article will proceed in three parts. Part I outlines what it is at stake in public sector use of MLAs, framing the risks according to common law principles of unlawful decision making. Part II critically reviews statutory mechanisms to find that they are not sufficient to guard against these risks. Part III then proposes how the Carltona principle could get around the ‘black box’ problem to effectively regulate the ability to use an MLA in public sector decision-making based on three factors: the seriousness of the decision, the office holders, do not have the requisite technical knowledge to be able to understand the workings of an algorithm even if it is disclosed. Jenna Burrell, ‘How the machine ‘thinks’: Understanding opacity in machine learning algorithms’ (2016) 3 Big Data & Society 1, 1.
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technological ability of the MLA, and the level of accountability retained by the decision-maker.

I. THE PROBLEM: MLA RISKS AND CHALLENGES FOR REVIEW

MLAs pose four significant risks to the legitimacy and fairness of the decision-making process: faulty cross-correlation, inaccuracy (comprising bias and discrimination), rigidity, and automation bias. In theory, while these risks can be mapped onto certain established common law illegality grounds, intrinsic opacity precludes such scrutiny and necessitates an alternative framework for scrutinizing MLA decisions.

i) Inaccuracy

The capacity for error is latent in any decision-making process, but the scale of MLA systems means that even small errors give rise to significant cumulative disadvantages across the system.\(^\text{12}\) Indeed, the practical reality of MLA inaccuracy has been widely reported for extant MLAs,\(^\text{13}\) and will likely be perpetuated due to the lack of incentives to check for accuracy in the public sector.\(^\text{14}\) Furthermore, a certain level of error is inherent to the MLA decision-making process. For example, the MLA used by Durham Constabulary to assess which individuals are at low or moderate risk of recidivism, the Harm


Assessment Risk Tool (HART) favours cautious errors, meaning it is more likely to over-predict risk than it is to underpredict.\textsuperscript{15}

A particularly pernicious form of inaccuracy is MLA bias, which is different from that of the common law rule against bias (the doctrine that a decision-maker must not have a personal interest in a decision).\textsuperscript{16} Instead, MLA bias occurs when the system makes predictions or classifications that are systematically too high or low for certain subgroups.\textsuperscript{17} This often occurs when the MLA learns bias from inaccurate training data.\textsuperscript{18} Amazon’s recruiting AI, for example, learned bias against female applicants because past successful hires had been male.\textsuperscript{19}

While inaccurate training data could in theory be scrutinised in judicial review on the grounds of error of fact, intrinsic opacity means that any errors made by the algorithm as it runs cannot be found easily, if at all.\textsuperscript{20}

\section*{ii) Faulty cross-correlation}

The MLAs are programmed to find correlation, not causality.\textsuperscript{21} Consequently, characteristics the MLA is not instructed to consider can reappear through proxy; a phenomenon known as faulty cross-correlation. Not only does this mean the MLA is operating autonomously in a sense, outside the bounds of its operational commands, due to the ‘black box’ problem, it is not possible to work out which correlations have been made post hoc as well. In the
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recent challenge to the Home Office MLA designed to filter visa applications, for example, it was argued that the MLA discriminated based on race by using nationality as a proxy.\(^{22}\) However, it is important to note that any irrelevant considerations, rather than just protected characteristics such as race or gender, can manifest in consideration in this way. As administrative law requires that a decision-maker does not have to consider irrelevant factors,\(^{23}\) the MLA could therefore be operating unlawfully.

**iii) Rigidity**

MLAs apply a single statistical model to decisions,\(^{24}\) which does not necessarily mean a fair outcome for any one person.\(^{25}\) This is because the decision-maker’s ability to apply relevant knowledge acquired from experience, interpret complex contextual factors,\(^{26}\) or exhibit ineffable qualities such as mercy,\(^{27}\) is fettered. The decision-maker cannot therefore be sure they are ‘keeping their ears open’ for relevant factors when applying a policy.\(^{28}\)

**iv) Automation bias**

To assuage these risks, a common strategy for public authorities is to have a ‘human in the loop’ giving final authorization of the decision to create accountability. However, this practice often just carries forward the risks due to a phenomenon known as ‘automation bias’: the tendency of non-computer
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scientists to unquestioningly defer to information supplied by technology.\textsuperscript{29} Though human oversight may occasionally mitigate the concerns associated with algorithmic decision-making, ‘it cannot be systematically relied upon to do so,’\textsuperscript{30} and even where the MLA is only suggestive, it can exert a disproportionate effect on the overall outcome of a decision.\textsuperscript{31} The boundary between a solely automated decision and a partially automated decision is thus blurred, and in practice, the MLA output will be the locus of decision-making. This may be the case for HART, where the Chief Constable of Durham Constabulary has noted that officers using the tool may be reluctant to depart from the automated decision generated.\textsuperscript{32} A study by Skitka found that automated decisions lowered accuracy rates to 59\%, compared with 97\% for non-automated decisions, because decision-makers over-ruled on faulty automated decisions.\textsuperscript{33}

As some authors have suggested, the rule against acting under dictation could be applied to prohibit the use of an MLA where it is unquestioningly relied on by the decision-maker. The rule provides that a public body must not mindlessly defer to the opinion of a third party.\textsuperscript{34} While this could be useful for challenging the use of an MLA where it is thoughtlessly relied on by the decision-maker, it unlikely to apply where the decision-maker has considered some element of the MLA decision-making personally (e.g. where the decision-maker has been given input on determining the parameters for optimisation or the training data, but is still unable to see the reasoning of the algorithm once it begins machine learning).

As such, while the flaws and risks of MLA decision-making can be mapped conceptually onto established tenets of illegality review, most attempts at
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establishing the illegality of a decision will be frustrated by the intrinsic opacity of MLA reasoning.

II. DEFICITS IN STATUTORY PROTECTIONS

Difficulties in regulating MLAs under the common law prompt recourse to three statutory frameworks: discrimination law under the Equality Act 2010 (EA 2010), information law under the Data Protection Act 2018 (DPA 2018), and privacy law under the Human Rights Act 1998 (HRA 1998). These statutes were invoked in the case of Bridges, the first, and so far the only, successful UK court challenge to the use of an MLA. In Bridges, the plaintiff, Edward Bridges, sought a successful judicial review against South Wales Police for their use of an automated facial recognition system (AFR Locate). Mr Bridges claimed that the police’s use of automated facial recognition technology was unlawful because it breached equality law, rights to privacy, and data protection laws. The grounds of appeal mainly concerned the procedures around MLA operation – such as the Public Sector Equality Duty and Data Protection Impact Assessments – which initially seemed to promise to get around the ‘black box’ problem. However, an analysis of Bridges indicates that these statutes only offer piecemeal protections against the legal risks of MLA decision-making.

The Equality Act 2010

The EA 2010 formed the basis for one ground of appeal in Bridges. Mr. Bridges argued the police had violated the public sector equality duty (PSED) under s 149(1) of the EA 2010, which requires public authorities to have ‘due regard’ to the need to eliminate discrimination.35

There were three reasons the Court of Appeal found that the police had failed to comply with the PSED: a ‘human in the loop’ was not enough to discharge the duty, South Wales Police’s statistical analysis of the system was faulty, and the police could not rely on the private manufacturer’s view that it was not discriminatory. The PSED is thus a key protection against the risk of discrimination in MLA decisions. But it is only where the relevant group corresponds to individuals possessing a ‘protected characteristic’36 that bias
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constitutes discrimination, which is a limited set. This was affirmed by Lady Hale in Coll, where it was held that for discrimination based on a proxy characteristic, there must be ‘exact correspondence’ between the protected characteristic and the ‘disadvantaged class.’ This significantly limits the scope of the EA 2010 in challenging MLA decisions, which are often biased against classes of people that do not resemble historically protected groups. For example, where an MLA is biased against lower-income neighbourhoods, it would fall outside the scope of the EA 2010. MLAs will create faulty cross-correlation against random groups that would not be able to avail themselves of the protections of the EA 2010. The EA 2010 is consequently of limited use in challenging algorithmic bias generally, let alone the other legal risks to public-sector MLA use.

The Data Protection Act 2018

Information technology law offers three main protections for MLA decisions. Firstly, section 49 of the DPA 2018 offers protections for decisions that are ‘solely automated’ and have ‘legal or similarly significant effects.’ This provision allows the data subject to request the controller to reconsider the decision or take a new decision not based solely on automated processing. Nonetheless, wherever a decision has only been made in part by an MLA, the decision will remain outside the scope of the article. While there had been some debate which suggested that ‘solely automated’ decisions might encompass decisions made where there has simply not been any 'meaningful' human input, such a phrase did not ultimately appear in the DPA 2018 or the General
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Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), and so as it stands, section 49 likely does not protect against decisions made in part by an MLA. This was evident in Bridges, where section 49 rights did not form part of the claim. Even if section 49 is triggered and a new decision must be taken, that new decision can still be made in part by an MLA, which largely replicates the risk by way of automation bias.

The second protection offered by the DPA 2018 is the right to the ‘knowledge of the reasoning,’\textsuperscript{46} which incorporates Articles 13-15, 21 and 22 of the GDPR’s right to ‘meaningful information about the logic involved.’ Whether they offer a full right to an explanation,\textsuperscript{47} or simply that the subject must be told of the existence of the algorithm,\textsuperscript{48} has been the subject of academic discussion. However, in the case of MLAs, this is a moot point: intrinsic opacity means full disclosure would be of limited use.\textsuperscript{49}

Finally, the DPA 2018 mandates that data controllers are required to undertake a Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA) 'where a type of processing is likely to result in a high risk to the rights and freedoms of individuals.'\textsuperscript{50} In Bridges, it was successfully argued that South Wales Police’s DPIA was flawed because it failed to consider the rights of persons not on watchlists. While this proved to be successful in Bridges, it was held for a quasi-procedural reason (failure to recognise privacy interferences at all), rather than because there was a deficiency in the substantive assessment made for risks that were acknowledged. The level of scrutiny the court would apply where risks have been noted in a DPIA is therefore uncertain,\textsuperscript{51} which could be an issue due to practitioners’ concerns that public authorities tend to treat DPIA’s as a mere
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compliance exercise. Further, it is unclear whether the DPIA’s criterion of ‘rights and freedoms’ encompasses risks that do not fall into established rights categories (such as bias or rigidity), and, in any case, the government has recently proposed to remove the requirement to undertake a DPIA entirely.\footnote{53}{Department for Digital, Culture Media & Sport, *Data: A new direction* (gov.uk, 10 September 2021) <https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1022315/Data_Reform_Consultation_Document__Accessible__pdf> accessed 6 November 2021.}

**The Human Rights Act 1998**

The HRA 1998 Article 8: right to private and family life allows for interferences when they are ‘in accordance with the law,’ and necessary in the interests of national security, public safety or the economic well-being of the country, for the prevention of disorder or crime, the protection of health or morals, or the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.\footnote{54}{Human Rights Act 1998, art 8.} This was a successful ground of appeal in *Bridges*, where the Court of Appeal held that the use of the automated facial recognition MLA was unlawful because there was no clear guidance on where it could be used (the range ‘all event types’ was ‘very broad and without apparent limits’).\footnote{55}{Lorna McGregor, ‘Human rights, equality law and automated systems’ (Rise of the Robots: Challenging automated decision-making in government Workshop Training, London, 1 July 2021) <https://learning.publiclawproject.org.uk/lessons/human-rights-equality-law-and-automated-systems/> accessed 6 November 2021.} It is uncertain whether an Article 8 claim would hold where there is clear guidance on who and to what end an MLA can be used. Moreover, the scope of proportionality for the use of MLAs remains to be seen;\footnote{56}{Lorna McGregor, ‘Human rights, equality law and automated systems’ (Rise of the Robots: Challenging automated decision-making in government Workshop Training, London, 1 July 2021) <https://learning.publiclawproject.org.uk/lessons/human-rights-equality-law-and-automated-systems/> accessed 6 November 2021.} in *Bridges*, the proportionality assessment failed. While the appellant argued that the court should consider the privacy interference of all data...
subjects cumulatively, the court rejected the argument and held that the proportionality assessment only looks at interferences with each individual’s rights.\(^{57}\) Therefore, in cases where an MLA collects a limited amount of personal data, but is able to aggregate the data of many people to make an assessment about an individual, it may still fall within the proportionality assessment, despite the scalability of the flaws within the MLA. This might be the case in the application of average data to be determinative of an individual’s likelihood to reoffend or risk score, which strips data subjects of agency by confining their futures to predetermined statistics.

**III. A POSSIBLE SOLUTION: APPLYING THE CARLTONA PRINCIPLE**

We have seen how the ‘black box’ problem will preclude the ability to scrutinize the intricacies of an MLA’s workings to the extent that is necessary for common law judicial review grounds, and while statutory protections offer piecemeal solutions to get around this, they do not comprehensively address the legal challenges stemming from MLAs. Instead, one principle of illegality review could be a promising framework for which to bring a judicial review claim against an MLA: unlawful delegation. As delegation looks at the legitimacy of conferring the decision-making power in the first place, rather than the internal intricacies of the decision-making process, it is a promising way for getting around the ‘black box’ problem and challenge MLA decision-making holistically.

The law around unlawful delegation protects the presumption that when Parliament vests power in an official or an authority, that power must be exercised by that official or authority rather than discharged to another whom Parliament has not chosen for the task.\(^{58}\) The discharge of a decision to another might be seen to map easily onto the use of an MLA, where the synthesising of facts and making of a decision has been outsourced.

In an article on the application of algorithms to American constitutional law, Coglianese and Lehr acknowledge this ‘clear conceptual affinity with the
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spirit and tradition of non-delegation,’ but cite three reasons why courts would be unlikely to equate delegation to algorithms with delegation to humans:59 (1) machines lack self-interest (they are optimizing for the objectives that those deploying them specify); (2) human governmental officials will retain ultimate control over the specification of algorithms; and (3) algorithms will typically function as legally permissible measurement tools.60 While Coglianese and Lehr’s critique applies readily to algorithms, these criticisms can be dismissed where the machine learning component exists.

Firstly, faulty cross-correlation and inaccuracy means that MLAs are often not optimising for specified objectives but are rather operating outside the bounds of the parameters initially inputted, changing their inferences based on new data fed into the algorithm. Secondly, human government officials do not retain ultimate control over the mode in which an MLA optimises for a result. MLAs use statistical techniques to learn from data without being explicitly given the instructions on how to do so; continually changing their internal parameters to maximize predictive accuracy.61 Though there is human involvement at the coding and training stage, once deployed, machine learning can change the way a decision is carried out in a manner imperceptible to the public body.62 MLAs cannot express reasoning, which makes them even more removed from the oversight of the decision-maker. Finally, MLAs are fundamentally different from legally permissible measurement tools where delegation has not applied (such as models or calculators63). While a rule-based algorithm is a ‘finite, abstract, effective, compound control structure, imperatively given, accomplishing a given purpose under given provisions,’64 an MLA can, for the reasons already stated, change to exceed the bounds of what it was instructed to do, making and
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applying inferences independently and thus substituting in important ways for human judgement.

**Delegation or devolution: MLA decision-making and the Carltona principle**

The application of delegation principles to MLA decision-making is blocked, however, by the longstanding principle that delegation of a decision involves the transfer of legal accountability for that decision.\(^65\) We have not yet reached the stage where technology can be responsible at law, which presents difficulties in applying this case law in the contemporary moment. However, there is another line of case law that regulates the transfer of decision-making power where legal responsibility remains with the original decision-maker: otherwise known as devolution.

The paramount case on devolution is *Carltona*,\(^66\) the case that gave effect to the practical realities of modern government in holding that ‘administration of ministerial powers is expected to be carried out by civil servants acting on their behalf and under a level of supervision appropriate for each function.’\(^67\) Under *Carltona* an act is not delegated, but rather devolved\(^68\) to officials who act as the 'alter ego'\(^69\) of the Minister, such that 'a decision made on behalf of a Minister by one of his officials is constitutionally the decision of the Minister himself.'\(^70\) The Carltona principle thus underpins and legitimizes almost the entirety of daily government activity,\(^71\) as a minister - or indeed officials at other levels of the public-sector\(^72\) - may devolve a power or duty under it.\(^73\) It can also be applied
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to the outsourcing of a decision to an MLA, as the public authority retains legal accountability for a decision that is completely outsourced to an MLA.

The question of whether the Carltona principle could apply to MLA outputs which are then approved by a minister is more complicated. The key for practitioners will lie in establishing that the MLA output was itself a decision that the decision-maker should not have devolved. The MLA output could therefore be challenged as being improperly devolved, even though the minister later approved it. In Australia, what counts as a decision for the purposes of administrative law was elucidated in Pintarich\(^74\) as requiring (1) a mental element, and (2) objective manifestation of the decision.\(^75\) No such requirements exist in UK law, where the ‘decision’ reviewable has typically been the final outcome.\(^76\) However, there is a line of case law that could be instructive on this point. They establish that where a decision-maker’s duty or power to act is dependent on a secondary decision, which must also be decided by the decision-maker themselves, the secondary decision cannot be delegated.\(^77\) This is illustrated by Gibb:\(^78\) where a Minister had a duty to provide accommodation for Romani people, and the Court of Appeal held that this necessarily imported a non-delegable power to determine whether applicants seeking accommodation were, in fact, Romani people.\(^79\) Similarly, in Monopolies,\(^80\) the House of Lords held that the power to accept a reference depended on an initial decision of whether South Yorkshire was 'a substantial part of the United Kingdom,' which could not be delegated. In Southwark,\(^81\) Baroness Hale held the duty to provide a 'child in need' with accommodation entailed a series of judgments which were non-
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delegable.\textsuperscript{82} Therefore, the Carltona principle could apply to secondary decisions made by MLAs, where the MLA output is necessarily attached to the primary power.

Ultimately, whether devolution doctrines can apply to MLAs will be a matter for the courts, and one of deep philosophical significance, but their intrinsic opacity and autonomy (which is only set to increase) renders them ripe for consideration on that ground. Crucially, applying the Carltona principle also means applying the limits to devolution established in case law, which offer important protections by regulating when a decision-maker can use an MLA, or when they must make the decision personally.

\textbf{Limits to devolution: Seriousness}

Prior to recent cases, the courts recognised that, absent express statutory language to the contrary, the Carltona principle would generally apply.\textsuperscript{83} The seriousness of the issues engaged did not matter, even in cases where the exercise of a ministers’ powers had a significant impact, such as deciding a life sentence tariff period\textsuperscript{84} or issuing deportation orders.\textsuperscript{85} In \textit{Skinner},\textsuperscript{86} the Court of Appeal held that the decision to approve a Breathalyzer by the Home Secretary could be devolved, despite the potentially extensive interference the act could have on an individual’s liberty if a conviction ensued: ‘a vitally important matter might well have occupied the Minister's personal attention... there is in principle no obligation upon the Minister to give it his personal attention.’\textsuperscript{87} The expansive reach of the Carltona principle in these cases at first suggests a worrying permissibility for a minister to devolve decisions to MLAs. However, legislative developments have increased emphasis on the seriousness of the power to limit the implied power to devolve.

In \textit{McCafferty},\textsuperscript{88} the Court of Appeal set a more open-ended approach to the Carltona principle which marks a departure from \textit{Skinner}. Taking as his
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starting point that 'it is to be implied that the intention of Parliament is to permit the Carltona principle to apply,' Coughlin LJ set out a number of implied factors to be considered: 'the framework of the legislation, the language of pertinent provisions in the legislation and the importance of the subject matter.'\(^{89}\) These were applied in *Adams*,\(^{90}\) an appeal by Gerry Adams about whether the order pursuant to which he was interned was valid, given that it had been devolved to the Minister of State rather than made personally by the Secretary of State. It is apparent throughout the judgment that, when determining whether the Carltona principle should apply, the intention of Parliament is paramount;\(^{91}\) but to determine intention is a 'matter of textual analysis, unencumbered by the application of a presumption,' taking into account the 'gravity of the consequences flowing from the exercise of the power.'\(^{92}\) Lord Kerr, giving the unanimous judgment of the court, held that - given the wording of the legislative provisions, and the fact that the Interim Custody Order of the kind used to intern Mr Adams was so 'momentous'\(^{93}\) in its consequences - the intentions of Parliament must have been 'that such a crucial decision should be made by the Secretary of State.'\(^{94}\) Applied to MLAs, this would allow the courts to adjudicate based on output on a case by case basis, allowing for MLAs in decisions where the repercussions are menial to allow for administrative efficacy, but limiting them where consequences are serious, such as in predictive policing or recidivism scoring. *Adams* thus offers important protections against the devolution to MLAs based on the nature of the devolved function.

**Limits to devolution: Seniority**

A further limit to devolution can be found in the case of *Oladehinde*,\(^{95}\) the creative application of which could offer another restriction for a public official devolving to an MLA. The Secretary of State for the Home Department had authorized two immigration inspectors to act on his behalf to issue notices of
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intention to deport the appellants; the issue was whether the Carltona principle applied. Lord Griffiths held that the decision ‘must be taken by a person of suitable seniority in the Home Office for whom the Home Secretary accepts responsibility;’ finding that the inspectors in question were suitably senior given their qualifications and years of experience (22 and 24 years).\textsuperscript{96} The Divisional Court in \textit{DPP}\textsuperscript{97} then expanded this into a more general rule that the Carltona principle requires that the seniority of the official should be appropriate in relation to the nature of the power in question. Though the seniority of an MLA cannot obviously be determined by qualifications or years of experience (though a metric like output consistency could substitute for human experience), these cases could be applied to ascribe importance to ensuring a high level of ministerial credibility for the MLAs used to make decisions, as the minister is ultimately responsible for the output. It is uncertain how far the courts will go to examine the suitability of the algorithm, but at the very least, it would need to satisfy the test of \textit{Wednesbury}\textsuperscript{98} unreasonableness and not be so technologically flawed that no reasonable minister would allow it to exercise the power.\textsuperscript{99}

\textbf{Limits to devolution: Oversight and accountability}

The underlying constitutional rationale for the application of the Carltona principle is that ministerial responsibility is retained over the devolved decision, due to the proximate relationship between the Secretary of State and the relevant official.\textsuperscript{100} This emphasis on oversight and accountability carries through in the case law, where it is apparent that the Carltona principle will not apply where there is a break in the chain of accountability.\textsuperscript{101} In \textit{Bourgass},\textsuperscript{102} for example, the court held that a decision by the prison authorities to submit individual inmates to long periods of solitary confinement was unlawful on this basis. The case concerned Prison Rule 45(2) which requires that: 'A prisoner
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shall not be removed under this rule for a period of more than 72 hours without the authority of the Secretary of State.'\textsuperscript{103} The attempt by the Prison Service to claim that the power to take this action had been devolved was dismissed by the Court, on the basis that there was an insufficiently close link between the prison authorities and the ministry to ensure the necessary degree of responsibility and accountability. Lord Reed looked to the overall purpose of the rule – to provide a safeguard for prisoners – and noted that it can only do that if it ensures that prolonged segregation does not continue without being reviewed by independent officials.

As \textit{Bourgass} indicates, or \textit{Sherwin}\textsuperscript{104} in the case of agencies, proximity for the purposes of oversight under \textit{Carltona} revolves around the institutional relationships and lines of responsibility between physically distinct structures. Therefore, where a private party has sold an MLA for use in the public sector department, the courts will have to look more closely at the accountability chain between the minister and the MLA. Following Lord Reed’s purposive interpretation in \textit{Bourgass}, the court might also look to the overriding purpose of the power to decide whether independent scrutiny by a public authority is necessary. The case law on acting under dictation – which is a form of non-delegation but could also be a separate ground of review – could be useful on this point because it fundamentally addresses the underlying question of whether there is sufficient oversight between a minister and a third party for the purposes of a decision. The classic case on acting under dictation is \textit{Lavender}\textsuperscript{105} where it was held that the minister of Housing and Local Government’s policy to refuse planning permission if the minister of Agriculture objected amounted to unlawful devolution: Willis J stated that the minister had ‘fettered himself in such a way that in this case it was not he who made the decision for which Parliament made him responsible.’\textsuperscript{106} The principle derived is that the decision-maker must be shown to be exercising their personal judgment alongside the advice, so they retain control of their overall decision.
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What counts as sufficient independent judgment will inform whether the decision-maker’s use of an MLA is lawful. Audit Commission\textsuperscript{107} is useful on this point when compared with Lavender. In Audit Commission, the Court of Appeal reasoned that there was no impermissible delegation involved in the Audit Commission adopting the Commission for Social Care Inspectorate’s scoring system, as the Audit Commission 'must be taken to have been content with those weightings and to have adopted them.'\textsuperscript{108} However, the key reason this case was distinguished from Lavender, was that the CSCI’s system of weighting was 'transparent and objective',\textsuperscript{109} and as a result, it was held the Audit Commission retained sufficient oversight over the rating process. As MLA decisions are intrinsically opaque, it is likely that the court's reasoning would follow Lavender to find that reliance on an MLA decision is unlawful. To avoid this, the decision-maker would thus have to effectively make their own decision in parallel until MLAs are able to produce coherent reasoning. This could have been an effective way of the use of a token human failsafe in Bridges, or the automation bias seemingly present in the authorities’ use of the HART algorithm.

CONCLUSION

As courts grapple with the increasing use of MLAs in public sector decision-making, new ways of thinking about longstanding common law principles of judicial review will undoubtedly emerge. MLAs carry potentially severe risks, and currently, statutory mechanisms for challenging these risks are not comprehensive. The regulatory limits to implied devolution under the Carltona principle could offer significant protections regarding when a decision can be taken by an MLA in the public sector. As machine learning increasingly engenders a slippage in democratic accountability - 'a shift in the command centre of governance, where the democratically accountable officials move to the periphery'\textsuperscript{110} - the applicability of devolution principles to MLAs is only set to become clearer conceptually. When applied, it could not be assumed that a
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statutory authority vested in a senior public servant would also extend to an MLA. Instead, public officials would have to pay closer attention to the serious consequences of an MLA decision, the technological ability of the system, and the structure of oversight and accountability between the official and the MLA. These factors provide important safeguards so that the use of MLAs is possible, but within limits, to ensure that administrative efficiency does not override constitutional propriety. In that sense, the limits to the Carltona principle allow the law to ‘go with the flow and channel’ MLAs, rather than merely resisting them.\textsuperscript{111}
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